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Abstract—Millimeter wave beam alignment (BA) is a challeng-
ing problem especially for large number of antennas. Compressed
sensing (CS) tools have been exploited due to the sparse nature
of such channels. This paper presents a novel deterministic
CS approach for BA. Our proposed sensing matrix which
has a Kronecker-based structure is sparse, which means it is
computationally efficient. We show that our proposed sensing
matrix satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) condition,
which guarantees the reconstruction of the sparse vector. Our
approach outperforms existing random beamforming techniques
in practical low signal to noise ratio (SNR) scenarios.
Index Terms—MIMO, Millimeter Wave, beam alignment, com-
pressed sensing.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the potential key enablers of 5G is employing
mmWaves due to the large bandwidth available at these wave-
lengths. The challenges regarding mmWaves mostly pertain
to their adverse propagation characteristics [1]. High antenna
gain using directional beamforming (BF) of large antenna
arrays can be a potential solution for this issue [2]. This is
feasible owing to the small wavelength of mmWaves, and it
is done by compacting a large number of antenna elements in
a small size.
It has been shown that scatterers in mmWave propagation
channels follow a sparse pattern [3][4]. In other words, there
are only a few strong propagation paths in the mmWave
channel. It is critical that base stations (BSs) and user equip-
ments (UEs) find the strong propagation paths in the BA
process so as to align their beams in those directions. The
problem of determining the best beam directions in terms of
SNR for the connection between transceivers is called Beam
Alignment (BA) [5].
A simple approach for BA is exhaustive search probing
all possible combinations of generated beams by transceivers.
This method is particularly favorable since narrow beams
can be used to obtain high SNR; however, it yields a large
training overhead. Hierarchical search is another approach
reducing the total number of measurements. In this approach,
transceivers first use wider beams and then based on the
feedback exchanged between them, they refine the beams to
finally find the best beam pair with the desired resolution [6].
In multiuser scenarios, hierarchical search might not be an
efficient approach since it requires to be carried out for
every single user, and therefore, the training overhead depends
linearly upon the number of users.
Employing the CS tool is a new approach to BA in order
to exploit the sparse nature of the mmWave channels. Non-
adaptive CS approaches are specifically useful for multiuser
scenarios because each UE can estimate its own channel
separately, which means that growing the number of users
leads to no extra training overhead and all UEs can estimate
their respective channels concurrently [7][8]. In addition, de-
ploying the CS tool, according to CS fundamentals [9], can
significantly reduce the number of measurements required for
the estimation in case where the unknown vector is sparse.
The structure of the sensing matrix employed in CS has
a key role in successful recovery. In fact, properties of the
sensing matrix determine the possibility of perfect recovery.
It has been shown that random sensing matrices constructed
based on Gaussian and Bernoulli distributions satisfy the RIP
condition with high probability [10]. This means using a ran-
dom sensing matrix guarantees the sparse recovery with high
probability. Consequently, using random BF vectors which
leads to a random sensing matrix is a favorable method for
mmWave BA.
In [8] the components of BF vectors are generated randomly,
leading to a complex random sensing matrix. They quantized
the angles of arrival and departure (AoA/AoDs), using the idea
of virtual channel representation [3][11]. The sparse channel
is reconstructed by orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algo-
rithm. One of the important steps in the OMP algorithm is
solving a least square problem [7] which involves taking the
inverse of a matrix containing columns of the sensing matrix
whose component are non-zero complex values in [8]. When
the sparsity level is large, the inverse matrix is also large, and
as such the computational complexity of OMP is high.
A structured random CS method is presented in [12]. A
column of the DFT matrix is randomly selected as a beam-
former to generate a beam in the first stage and the beam
is spread over the entire angular range using a unimodular
sequence in the second stage. The sparse formulation in [12]
is based on a circulant convolution between the virtual channel
representation of the channel matrix and circulant matrices,
spreading the information of the virtual channel representation
uniformly in the angle domain. Since the OMP algorithm is
deployed to recover the sparse channel and all components
of the proposed sensing matrix are non-zero complex values,
the proposed method in [12] suffers from large computational
complexity as was the case for the approach in [8].
Second order statistics of the channel is used in [5] in
order to propose a robust BA method against the significant
variation of the channel in mmWave systems. It is assumed
in [5] that AoA/AoDs do not significantly vary over the BA
period. The BF vectors at the BS and the UEs are random
linear combinations of the columns of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) basis in [5]. This leads to a CS formulation
with a random sensing matrix including only zeros and ones.
The random sensing matrix employed in [5] works well for CS
methods with high probability; however, it is not guaranteed
that a specific realization of the sensing matrix resulting from
random BF codebooks always works [13].
In this paper, we propose a deterministic sensing matrix for
the BA problem. Our proposed deterministic sensing matrix
which has a Kronecker-based structure is inherently sparse,
which leads to a more computationally efficient reconstruction
algorithm compared to the sensing matrices employed in [8]
and [12]. This contributes to faster measurement process and
lower amount of computational burden at the UE’s receiver.
Also, to construct the proposed deterministic sensing matrix,
the UE needs to have access to only a few parameters sent
by the BS or stored in the UE’s memory, which means our
approach results in significant overhead reduction. We show
that our proposed sensing matrix satisfies the RIP and mutual
incoherence property, guaranteeing the sparse recovery. In
addition, we design the BF vectors for the BA process based
on our proposed deterministic sensing matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a mmWave wireless system comprising a
BS with NT antennas and a generic UE with NR antennas
where the BS and the UE both are equipped with uniform
linear arrays (ULAs). The space between antenna elements
in the arrays is d = λ2 , where λ is the wavelength and it
is calculated by λ = c0
f0
, and c0 and f0 are the speed of
light and the carrier frequency respectively. We further assume
that phase shifting as well as the amplitude control can be
performed in the analog domain. This is a practically feasible
assumption for mmWave systems as it has been shown in the
literature [14][15]. Assuming θl ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ] and φl ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ]
respectively the AoD and AoA of the lth propagation path
between the BS and UE, the array response vectors are given
by
a(θl) =
1√
NT
[1, ejpi sin(θl), ..., ej(NT−1)pi sin(θl)]T , (1)
and
b(φl) =
1√
NR
[1, ejpi sin(φl), ..., ej(NR−1)pi sin(φl)]T . (2)
We also assume that AoDs and AoAs of the propagation paths
have uniform distribution within the angular range [−pi2 , pi2 ].
Since a small number of clusters contributes to the prop-
agation paths in the mmWave channels [11][16], we use the
clustered physical channel model as follows:
H =
√
NTNR
L
L∑
l=1
αlb(φl) a
H(θl), (3)
where we assume that the physical channel includes L clusters
of scatterers each of which creates a propagation path and
L ≪ max{NT , NR} [5]. Also, αl ∼ CN (0, σ2αl) is the
complex channel gain of the lth propagation path. In addition,
we assume that all path gains, i.e., αl, are constant during
the beam alignment (BA) procedure. This is relevant to dense
mmWave networks [17][8].
In (3), the AoAs and AoDs have continuous values. To have
a tractable channel model, we approximate the channel model
in (3) with a discrete representation using the idea of a virtual
channel model (or beamspace representation) [11]. To do so,
we use the following expressions to quantize the AoAs and
AoDs:
sin(θqc1) =
2(c1 − 1)
NT
− 1; c1 = 1, 2, ..., NT , (4)
sin(φqc2) =
2(c2 − 1)
NR
− 1; c2 = 1, 2, ..., NR, (5)
where θqc1 and φ
q
c2
indicate the quantized angles. Since ULAs
are employed at the BS and UE, the array response vectors
corresponding to all θqc1 and all φ
q
c2
form unitary DFT matrices
as follows:
FNT = [a(θ
q
1), a(θ
q
2), ..., a(θ
q
NT
)], (6)
and
FNR = [b(φ
q
1),b(φ
q
2), ...,b(φ
q
NR
)], (7)
Now, using the DFT matrices, we can represent the channel
model by
H = FNRHvF
H
NT
, (8)
where Hv is the virtual channel representation which is a
sparse matrix with L components having significant nonzero
values corresponding to the AoAs and AoDs of the propaga-
tion paths.
In the training process, the BS transmits pilot signals xt
using unit-norm transmit BF vectors wt ∈ CNT×1, where
t denotes the t-th measurement. Then, the UE applies its
unit-norm receive BF vectors gt ∈ CNR×1 to make the t-th
measurement which is given by
yt = g
H
t Hwtxt + g
H
t nt, (9)
where nt ∼ CN (0, σ2nI) is the noise vector. Without loss of
generality, we assume that xt =
√
P , where P is the average
received power of the pilot signals.
By applying the vectorization identity vec(ABC) = (CT⊗
A)vec(B) to both sides of (9) where ⊗ indicates the Kro-
necker product and defining h = vec(H), we can write
yt =
√
P (wTt ⊗ gHt )h+ gHt nt. (10)
Referring to (8), we can obtain h in terms of the virtual
channel representation as follows:
h = vec(H) = (F∗NT ⊗ FNR)hv, (11)
where hv = vec(Hv).
In this paper, we use the linear combinations of the columns
of the DFT matrices to design the beam patterns as described
in [5]. The vectors w
(1)
t ∈ {0, 1}NT×1 and g(1)t ∈ {0, 1}NR×1
select the columns of the DFT matrices FNT and FNR
respectively. Therefore, the transmit and receive BF vectors
can respectively be expressed as
wt = FNT
w
(1)
t√
z1
, gt = FNR
g
(1)
t√
z2
, (12)
where z1 and z2 indicate the number of ones in w
(1)
t and
g
(1)
t . Note that each component of the vectors w
(1)
t or g
(1)
t is
related to one quantized angle. If a component of these vectors
equals one, it indicates that the antenna elements generate a
narrow beam aligned with the corresponding quantized angle
to that component. In fact, the ones in the vectors w
(1)
t or g
(1)
t
can be thought of as switching on the corresponding narrow
beams and the zeros are for switching off the corresponding
narrow beams. Multiple ones in the vectors w
(1)
t or g
(1)
t result
in multiple narrow beams.
Using (10), (11) and (12), we can write
yt =
√
P
z1z2
(w
(1)T
t F
T
NT
⊗ g(1)Ht FHNR)(F∗NT ⊗FNR)hv + n˜t.
(13)
Also, using the identity (A⊗B)(C⊗D) = AC⊗BD and
assuming P = 1, (13) can be rewritten as
yt =
1√
z1z2
(w
(1)T
t ⊗ g(1)
T
t )hv + n˜t, (14)
where n˜t ∼ CN (0, σ2n), and as g(1)t is a real-valued vector
(it contains only ones and zeros), g
(1)H
t has been substituted
with g
(1)T
t .
The measurement vector y can be formed at the UE by
stacking all the measurements and it can be written as follows:
y = Shv + n˜, (15)
where the sensing matrix S is given by
S =
1√
z1z2
Sb ;Sb =


w
(1)
1
T ⊗ g(1)1
T
w
(1)
2
T ⊗ g(1)2
T
...
w
(1)
k
T ⊗ g(1)k
T


. (16)
Note that k denotes the number of measurements, n˜ in (15)
is the noise vector and Sb is a binary matrix.
Since hv has a sparse structure, a proper sensing matrix S
should be employed for a good reconstruction of hv . As seen,
the structure of S depends on the vectors w
(1)
t and g
(1)
t which
make the transmit and receive BF vectors. In fact, the vectors
w
(1)
t and g
(1)
t show how the measurements are made in the
angular domain.
III. RIP AND INCOHERENCE PROPERTY
In this section, we define the RIP and incoherence property,
which will be used in our proposed scheme. Let sn×1 be an
L-sparse vector. The noiseless CS problem can be stated as
y = Θs, where ym×1 and Θm×n indicate the measurement
vector and the sensing matrix respectively. The restricted
isometry property (RIP) is a sufficient condition for stable
reconstruction [18][19]. The sensing matrix Θ satisfies the
RIP of order L if for all L-sparse vectors u and a constant
0 < δL < 1, the following condition holds:
1− δL ≤ ‖Θu‖2‖u‖2 ≤ 1 + δL. (17)
Given Θ, L and δL, it is an arduous task to verify RIP [20].
An easier condition to verify is the mutual incoherence prop-
erty. To measure the mutual coherence of Θ the following
expression is used
µ(Θ) = max
i6=j
|〈θi, θj〉|
‖θi‖2‖θj‖2 , (18)
where θi are the columns of Θ. The value of µ is bounded
between the Welch bound
√
n−m
m(n−1) and one, and a small
value of µ is desirable [21].
IV. PROPOSED KRONECKER-BASED SPARE SENSING
MATRIX
In this section, we propose a deterministic sensing matrix,
and based on the proposed deterministic sensing matrix, we
design the structure of the BF vectors for the BA process.
We construct the deterministic sensing matrix by performing
a Kronecker product between two existing sensing matrices.
Since we intend to construct a deterministic sensing matrix
for the sparse formulation (15), we should design deterministic
BF codebooks for the BS and UE. As we showed earlier,
each measurement is made based on the Kronecker product
of the two vectors w
(1)
t
T
and g
(1)
t
T
. Therefore, if we can
obtain the sensing matrix by performing a Kronecker product
between two matrices X1 and X2, the rows of X1 and X2
(after applying a transpose operation) can be used respectively
as w
(1)
t at the BS and g
(1)
t at the UE to generate the BF
vectors. The following proposition shows that indeed this is
possible when X1 and X2 themselves are sensing matrices.
Proposition 1 [22] If µ(X1) and µ(X2) are the mutual
coherence of X1 and X2 respectively, and µ(W) is the
mutual coherence of W where W = X1 ⊗ X2, we have
µ(W) = max{µ(X1), µ(X2)}.
DeVore in [23] designed p2×pr+1 binary deterministic sensing
matrices with mutual coherence r
p
, where p is a prime power
and 1 ≤ r < p. Also, the DeVore’s matrix with normalized
columns satisfies RIP of order L < p
r
+ 1 with RIP constant
δL = (L − 1) rp . Employing the DeVore’s approach, we
construct two binary deterministic sensing matricesUb andVb
respectively with dimensions p21×pr1+11 and p22×pr2+12 . Now,
using preposition 1, Sb in (16) can be constructed as Sb =
Ub
p21×p
r1+1
1
⊗Vb
p22×p
r2+1
2
which has µ(Sb) = max{ r1p1 , r2p2 }.
The number of components of hv is NTNR, so we assume
that NT and NR are equal to the number of columns of Ub
and Vb respectively, i.e., NT = p
r1+1
1 and NR = p
r2+1
2 . In
other words, the number of antennas at the BS and UE are
assumed to be prime powers.
In the DeVores matrix, the number of ones in each row
is a constant value. Assuming that there are cU ones and cV
ones in each row ofUb and in each row ofVb respectively, by
multiplyingUb andVb by normalization factors
1√
cU
and 1√
cU
respectively, U and V which are the row-normalized version
of Ub and Vb are obtained. In fact, referring to (12) and (16),
we assume that z1 = cU and z2 = cV , which makes S in (16)
row-normalized. Also, as we need unit-norm BF vectors in the
BA process, we define w˜t =
w
(1)
t√
z1
and g˜t =
g
(1)
t√
z2
and we use
each row of U as the vectors w˜t and each row of V as the
vectors g˜t.
Because of the structure of the Kronecker product, each
vector w˜t, is repeated p
2
2 times for all the different vectors g˜t.
This means that the BS repeats the same transmit BF vector
(or the same beam pattern) for p22 times while the UE probes
the channel using its all possible beam patterns. Then, the BS
uses its second beam pattern and repeats it for p22 times while
the UE again probes the channel using its all possible beam
patterns. This process continues until all possible combinations
of the BS’s beam patterns and UE’s beam patterns are used
to probe the channel.
V. RIP CONDITION FOR THE PROPOSED APPRAOCH
Our design results in a row-normalized S. The CS formula-
tion in (15) can be converted to an equivalent CS formulation
with a column-normalized sensing matrix. To do so, we need
to remark that each column of the DeVore’s sensing matrix has
p ones [23]. Therefore, each column of Ub and Vb have p1
and p2 ones respectively. Now, we can rewrite (15) as follows:
y = SC h˜v + n˜, (19)
where SC =
√
z1z2
p1p2
S is column-normalized and h˜v =√
p1p2
z1z2
hv. Note that in (19) the measurement vector y and the
noise vector n˜ are the same as those of (15). Consequently,
the UE, after making all the measurements, can use (19) for
the sparse recovery process.
The sensing matrix SC is column-normalized and its mutual
coherence is µ(SC) = max{ r1p1 , r2p2 }; therefore, according to
the following proposition it satisfies the RIP.
Proposition 2 [24] The sensing matrix Θ with unit-norm
columns and the coherence parameter µN satisfies RIP of
order L with constant δL = (L− 1)µN
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed
approach with the random BF design proposed in [5]. Based on
the proposed BF design in [5], the number of ones in w
(1)
t and
g
(1)
t are constant but their positions are randomly permuted.
We call this method random permutation and we denote it by
the abbreviation RdPerm. In addition, we call our proposed
approach matrix-by-matrix Kronecker product (MbMKP) in
the simulations results. In our proposed approach, the number
of ones in w
(1)
t and g
(1)
t are also constant, but the positions
of ones are fixed because we have designed the BF vectors
based on our proposed deterministic sensing matrix.
The BS and UE are equipped with N = NT = NR =
{27, 64} antennas, i.e., the pairs of {p1 = p2 = 3, r1 = r2 =
2} and {p1 = p2 = 4, r1 = r2 = 2} are used to construct
Ub and Vb. We assume one propagation path in the mmWave
channel (L = 1), and we set σ2α1 = 1. Also, to estimate the
index of the strongest component in hv , we use the OMP
algorithm. The SNR in our simulations is defined as SNR =
P
σ2n
.
In mmWave systems, typically the SNR in the beam align-
ment process is very low [5]. Thus, it is reasonable that first the
directions of the propagations path between the BS and UE are
found, and then the path gains are estimated when the beams
are aligned in those direction. Thus, we use the probability
of correct alignment (PCA) as a performance metric. Correct
alignment means that the directions of the propagation paths
are found correctly, which is equivalent to the probability of
correctly finding the index of the strongest element in the
sparse vector hv.
We use the SNR after BF (SNRAB) as another performance
metric. After the beam alignment process, the BS and UE can
align their narrow beams in the direction of the propagation
path. To do so, the BS and UE need to know the indexes of the
value one in w
(1)
t and g
(1)
t respectively. If we denote by ε the
index of a nonzero element in hv , the indexes of the value one
in w
(1)
t and g
(1)
t are calculated by εw = ⌊(ε−1)/NR⌋+1 and
εg =
(
(ε− 1) mod NR
)
+ 1 respectively. Then, the SNRAB
is calculated as follows:
SNRAB =
|g(1)t
H
Hvw
(1)
t |2
σ2n
(20)
In Fig. 1, we compare the performance of our proposed
approach with RdPerm in terms of PCA. For the scenarios
with N = 27 and N = 64 the number of measurements are
respectively m = p21p
2
2 = 81 and m = p
2
1p
2
2 = 256. As
illustrated, our proposed method shows a better performance
in terms of finding the direction of the propagation path in
the mmWave channel.We show that with 64 antennas, our
proposed approach achieves greater that 50 percent alignment
success for SNR values down to -9 dB. Our acquisition rate is
10 percent greater than RdPerm, which in a practical scenario
results in a 10 percent lower need for training retransmission.
Also, as is illustrated in Fig. 2, our proposed approach shows
a superior performance compared to RdPerm in terms of the
SNR after BF. For example, when SNR = -10 dB for the case
with N = 27, our approach outperforms RdPerm by more than
1 dB. Note that the number of measurements for the scenarios
with N = 27 and N = 64 in Fig. 2 are the same as those of
Fig. 1.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new deterministic sensing
matrix for the beam alignment problem in mmWave systems.
Our proposed sensing matrix is sparse, which is computa-
tionally efficient. We have shown that our proposed approach
meets the restricted isometry property. Based on the proposed
deterministic sensing matrix, we have designed the BF vectors
needed to probe the channel in the training step. Simulation
results verify that our proposed approach outperforms the
method employing the random BF technique.
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